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              Burn calories,
 not cash.

              Pro 9000 Treadmill  $2,999


                SHOP NOW
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              Step up to
 new heights.

              Pro HIIT H14 Elliptical + Stepper  $1,999
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              Ride before the
 daily grind.

              Studio Bike Pro 22  $1,799
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              The iFIT experience on my Pro-Form bike left an awesome impression after my first ride!...I felt like I was really out on the road with a pro by my side pushing me to succeed!
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                  Rilde L.

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              The iFIT app allows us to mix things up & see parts of the world we can only dream of visiting…This convenience & variety have truly benefited our family.
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                  Jacob P.

                  

                

              

            

          

          
            
              Love the workouts on iFIT! When I can smile at the trainer’s encouragement, and actually feel happy during my workout, it is a wonderful thing. I really enjoy my HIIT Trainer Pro.
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From ProForm
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              Interactive training
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              Studio classes
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              Scenic locations
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              Cross-training
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              Interval training
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              Variety of trainers
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              16,000 trainer-led workouts in your home.

              
                Stream a new workout every day.
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                Need shopping help?

                
                  Call Sales at 1-888-742-0128.
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                  Introducing the
Studio Bike Pro

                  
                    Follow trainers in the studio and around the world.
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                Current Offers

                
                  Shop the best interactive training deals around.
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          Save time. Save money.

          Join our mailing list and be the first to have access to exclusive discounts, new products, and more.

        

        
          
            
              
                
                
                Sign up
              

              

              
                
                * Please send me emails and SMS providing fitness tips, discounts, offers and reminders from ProForm to the email address provided above.
                  
                    By submitting this form, you agree to receive recurring automated promotional
                    and personalized marketing text messages (e.g. cart reminders) from NordicTrack
                    at the cell number used when signing up. Consent is not a condition of any purchase.
                    Reply HELP for help and STOP to cancel. Msg frequency varies. Msg and data rates may apply.
                    View Terms & 
                    Privacy.
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              Pricing valid only in Canada
              Site Last Updated on
              10 Apr 2024
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